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textile industry. As a leading supplier of
winding machines for manufacturing
FEATURING BEST-IN-CLASS
yarns from short-staple fibers, Savio offers
products and services that are tailored to
TECHNOLOGICAL KNOW-HOW
satisfy every customer needs. Savio offer
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consistent mix of quality and efficiency,
providing state-of-the art technological
solutions for yarn quality control and
allowing best value-for-money proposition.
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SAVIO

#TWINSPLICER®
The package formed by yarn without defects will give a
fabric with an excellent appearance, especially for fine
yarns, denim and high-quality yarns.
Savio patented the Twinsplicer® in 1983, a mechanical
splicer composed by discs coated with a polymer.
The way the splice is prepared and made, ranks the
Twinsplicer® at the top among all other splicing devices.
The Twinsplicer® enhances its technological versatility
with stretch and spandex yarns (cotton / Lycra®),
creating invisible joints with perfect tightness and with
the elastic filament core perfectly integrated into the
joint.
The result of this conception is the Twinfil®, a yarn
without knots, perfectly reconstructed at the junction

point; this quality comes from a series of fundamental
mechanisms that implement and monitor all phases of
operation without the use of compressed air and water,
recreating the original structure of the yarn.
The Savio Twinsplicer® performs controlled mechanical
splice in each phase. The splice is not recognizable
from the rest of the yarn and each splice is identical to
the other ones. The excellent aesthetic qualities and
strength of the splice have a highly positive influence
on subsequent processing phases: high warping speed,
high-speed waving with automatic weft insertion and
knitting. So much so, that nowadays many knitters and
even more weavers don’t simply request Twinfil® yarn
spliced with Twinsplicer®, they demand it as essential to
the quality and final look of their fabrics.
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1983
TWINSPLICER

1987
ESPERO WINDING
MACHINE

1999
ORION WINDING
MACHINE

2007
POLAR WINDING
MACHINE

2015
ECOPULSARS
WINDING MACHINE

2017 POLAR
EVOLUTION WINDING
MACHINE

2019 ECOPULSARS
PLUS WINDING
MACHINE

We reserve the right to modify the
characteristics of the machines
described herein without prior notice.
The data given in this brochure are not
intended as a guarantee.
Savio machines are equipped with
safety devices in compliance with
existing regulations.
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TRIED, TESTED AND TRUSTED BY HUNDRED CUSTOMERS WORLDWIDE.

SAVIO
TWINSPLICER®

THE UNIQUE , ORIGINAL AND RELIABLE
SOLUTION TO PROCESS BLENDS WITH
ELASTOMERIC FILAMENT.
REFERENCES:
A.J. • ABATEX • ALMER • AMBIKA COTTON MILLS •
ARGON • ARTISTIC MILLINERS • AURO SPINNING •
BADSHA • BITEX • BOSSA • CALIK DENIM •
CANDIANI DENIM • CEDRO TEXTIL • DENIM GROUP •
DNM • DOKUBOI • ELLCOT • ENCID (GOE) • ENSA • ERDEM •
ESHRA • EUROFILATI • FAZAL CLOTH • GAP • GLOBAL DENIM •
GRU SPINTEX • HAIAN LIANFA COTTON MILL • INDUS •
INTERYARN • ISKUR • KIPAS • MAHMOOD •
MANIFATTURA DI CENE • MANTEX • MARITAS • MARTEKS •
MATESA • MINATEX • NANTEX • NITIN SPINNERS • NOMAN •
NUEVO MUNDO • PARANATEX • PARKDALE® • PINTER •
SANKO • RAMCO GROUP • SAN JACINTO • SAPPHIRE •
SHARABATI • SIRICIOGLU • SITARAM SPINNERS • SOORTY •
SOUZA E CAMBOS • SQUARE TEXTILES • TATA •
TEXHONG TEXTILE • TUSA RING • UMAR • VARDHMAN •
VICUNHA TÊXTIL • WUXI NO. 1 COTTON MILL
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ADOPTED BY THE WORLD’S
MOST PRESTIGIOUS SPINNING
AND WEAVING MILLS FOR THEIR
HIGH-END PREMIUM YARNS.

The Savio Twinsplicer® is proved to be the ideal splicer for:
• Compact cotton yarns, where invisible joints are a “must”
• Core Spun Yarns (CSY) to achieve a true quality splice.
• Ring Yarns for Denim (Ne 5-7), where high splice strength
and reliability are required in order to increase loom yields.
Advantages of Twin Splicer
• The yarn strength near then spliced area is equal or
more than parent yarn.
• Warping and weft performance will improve due better
splice strength.
• With Core Spun Yarns (CSY), the core filament is
incorporated in every joint hence the dyed fabric will not
have any patch mark on the spliced portion and even
elasticity is retained in the joint.
• Best choice for denim yarn to fine count core spun yarns
with cotton fibers.
• Completely mechanically operated hence no need of
compressed air and water. Overall air consumption is
reduced by at least 50% compared to air splicing.
• The joint is virtually invisible.
• Reduced setting complexity

TWINFIL®

THE UNIQUE SELLING PROPOSITION OF SAVIO SINCE 1983

A knot-free yarn, perfectly reconstructed
at the junction point.
The splice is not recognizable and is identical
to the other ones.
The excellent aesthetic qualities and strength
of the splice have a highly positive influence
on subsequent processing phases.
Many knitters and even more weavers don’t
simply request Twinfil® yarn spliced with
Twinsplicer®, they demand it as essential to
the quality and final look of their fabrics.

At Itma Milan in 1983, Savio introduces, under its own patent, the
Twinsplicer®, that performs the fibers’ interpenetration of the two yarn
ends by mechanical action and rolling, rebuilding the structure of the
thread, thus obtaining an absolutely invisible junction with a resistance
equal to the original thread.
With the Twinsplicer® begins the advent of a new and original system to
treat the yarn.
A particular feature of the Twinsplicer® is that splice quality is constant,
and splices are all exactly alike. This basic feature is made possible by
the mechanical operation of the device, which ensures constant winding
pressure and winding turns.
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